“Find a comfortable chair to sit and read After the Flood by Kassandra Montag, because you will be on the edge of your seat the entire time! A harrowing and adventurous story, full of heart-in-your-throat moments that leave you having to remember to breathe. After the Flood is a fast-paced and emotional hand-wringer book!”

-- Mary O’Malley, Anderson’s Bookshop, LaGrange, IL

“Suicide Woods deals in a shivery fear, a dreamlike unease, a sense of eldritch hallucinations creeping toward us. I love this book.”

-- Luis Alberto Urrea, bestselling author of The Hummingbird’s Daughter
The Twenty-Ninth Day
by Alex Messenger

“This riveting true story of thrashing white water, mad bears, big fish, and graphic wilderness triage kept me turning pages well into the night.”

-- Dean King, New York Times bestselling author of Skeletons on the Zahara

A River of Royal Blood
by Amanda Joy

“Joy’s debut has all the trappings of a riveting fantasy novel: enviable world building, elements of magic, and scintillating glimpses of a powerful backstory...not to mention a slow-burning romance sure to get readers swooning....Gripping political intrigue and cinematic.”

-- Booklist, starred review
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